Adjectives for job interviews

- Loyal
- Entusiastic
- Honest
- Organized
- Persistent
- Committed
- Reliable
- Conscientious
- Motivated
- Flexible
- Confident

Example: I am conscientious. I do a lot of research.
Answers

1. conscientious- He does lots of research.
2. reliable- he always completes all his tasks/work.
3. confident- he is proud of his appearance.
4. punctual- he is always on time.
5. persistent- the salmon continually try to swim upriver.
6. organized- she schedules her events on Google calendar each week.
7. motivated- he believes he can achieve goals others think are impossible.
8. loyal- he will follow his favorite team all his life.
9. honest- she will never tell a lie.
10. flexible- he has many skills and can do many things at the same time
11. enthusiastic- they are really happy when their team is successful.
12. committed- they are committed to a long term deal.
13. ambitious- she wants to achieve many things.